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It’s Film Festival Time Again
Every year, the Hong Kong Film Archive organises the Hong Kong retrospective programme and produces a

book on the topic to complement the Hong Kong International Film Festival in April. The Film Festival celebrates

its 30th anniversary this year. Retrospective catalogues published in the past two decades have become

indispensable reference materials for researchers of Hong Kong cinema. Since the HKFA took over the reins of the

retrospective five years ago, we have explored Cathay and Shaw Studios, as well as the development of the film

industry and network between Hong Kong and Guangdong. The latest topic—Kong Ngee and its relationship

with Hong Kong and Singapore cinema—finetunes the limelight of Hong Kong film studies on interactions between

Hong Kong and Singapore/Malaysia.

The book’s title The Glorious Modernity of Kong Ngee is editor Wong Ain-ling’s open appreciation for Kong

Ngee’s urban modernity, while Sam Ho and his colleagues’ special visit to Mr Ho Kian-ngiap in Singapore adds

different angles to the study of Hong Kong cinema (see pp 3-8).

Also, the exhibition ‘@location’, to be held from February to June, portrays changes in the cultural, historical

and urban landscape, heartrending stories and teeth-grinding scenes associated with location, cinematography

and art direction in cinema (see pp 9-11). [clkwok@lcsd.gov.hk]

The Glorious Modernity of Kong Ngee

Published in April 2006

Photos courtesy of Mr Ho Kian-ngiap, Mr Bruce Law, Mr Ng Bo-ki, Mr Patrick Tse Yin, Cathay-Keris Films Pte Ltd, China Star Distribution Ltd,

Emperor Movie Group Co. Ltd, Film Services Office, Hong Kong Film Arts Association, Media Asia Distribution Ltd.
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Recently, I chatted with a veteran film person. She reminisced about

the late 50s and early 60s when she was a student at St. Stephen’s

Girls’ College. That happened to be the golden age of Kong Ngee

Company, whose films were all released at the Tai Wan theatre circuit.

Whenever there was a film starring celebrated silver screen lovers

Patrick Tse Yin and Patsy Kar Ling, she would flock to Tai Ping Theatre

with her classmates. So Kong Ngee’s productions even appealed to a

girl with an Anglophone education! ‘Of course,’ she was quick to justify

her taste: ‘The screen couple was very hot at the time!’

What made Kong Ngee productions fascinating was its urban touch.

Whenever this topic came up in conversation among friends, everyone

concurred that Kong Ngee was the MP & GI of Cantonese cinema.

However as a film company, the former fared better than the latter.

After MP & GI’s President Loke Wan-tho and senior executives died in

a plane crash in 1964, the once active company tumbled from its

summit. Kong Ngee, on the other hand, enjoyed relatively stable

development, chugging along smoothly despite some internal shake-

ups like Chun Kim’s defection to Shaw Brothers in 1965. The company

was initially formed through the tutelage of The Union Film Enterprise

Limited veterans, who acted as mentors for a new generation of actors,

such as in works like the company’s founding film The Rouge Tigress

(1955), Mother’s Boy aka A Posthumous Child, Parts One and Two

(1956) etc. The company then proceeded to make films on location in

Malaysia and Singapore, which led to the ‘Nanyang Trilogy’  –– Blood

Stains the Valley of Love (1957), Moon over Malaya aka The Whispering

Palms (1957), She Married an Overseas Chinese aka China Wife (1957).

These films turned newcomers Patrick Tse Yin, Nam Hung and Patsy

Kar Ling into stars, and gradually fashioned a studio style that set Kong

Ngee apart from other Cantonese productions of the time.

Last year, during an interview with Kong Ngee’s Executive Producer

Ho Kian-ngiap in Singapore, we asked why the company only made

black-and-white films. He answered: ‘Kong Ngee concentrated on

making contemporary features because back then, the shooting

schedules of Cantonese opera stars were so hard to book. As we had

our own studio, it didn’t make any sense to build the set only to wait

around for the stars to turn up, so we hardly ever made period films. At

that time, our company and several of our subsidiaries were mainly

making black and white Cantonese films, because we owned a studio

as well as printing laboratory so we could keep everything under control.

In those days, colour prints had to be processed in Japan, and including

shipping time, took a whole month. Plus another month to do editing,

so production time would be seriously prolonged. For this reason, we

avoided making colour pictures.’

‘As for Kong Ngee’s tendency to appeal to bourgeois taste, perhaps

it was a reflection of society’s increasing affluence. Contemporary films

usually attracted the younger crowd, especially couples who came to

watch date movies. On the other hand, the audience base for Cantonese

opera films consisted mainly of seniors who were crying out for weepies

and melodramas. Having a clear perception of market trends was

imperative before embarking on production. We tried to target the

section of audience with the highest consumption power,’ said Mr Ho.

It was under clear and unequivocal market considerations and the

abovementioned production environment that urban films with a

distinctly middle class flavour made its mark on Hong Kong cinema.

Rummaging through Mr Ho’s book collection, I found some ‘three-

dime novels’ popular in those days, as well as the Chinese translation

The Glorious
Modernity of
Kong Ngee
Wong Ain-ling

Kong Ngee
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of Cameron Hawley’s Executive Suite (adapted for the screen by Robert

Wise in 1954). One must not overlook Hollywood’s influence on Kong

Ngee. For instance, a nightclub scene with a cool Big Band ensemble

in Sisters in Crime (1958) had shades of the 40s and 50s psychological

thriller; To Catch the Thief (1958) retained the humane spirit of the

Union while openly sporting the voyeuristic interest of Hitchcock’s

Rear Window (1954). Whereas the jealous cousin played by Patsy Kar

Ling in The Shadow Strikes Again (1962) is a screen sister of

Hollywood’s iron butterfly Bette Davis, Patrick Tse Yin’s dandy in The

Beau (1964) is every bit as irresistible as Rock Hudson in Pillow Talk

(1959). If you ever came across Chase (1961) on late night TV, you’d

be surprised by the way director Chun Kim plays with Patsy Kar Ling’s

star status and Kong Ngee’s studio image. This type of self-parody was

unheard of in Hong Kong cinema, and rarely found even elsewhere.

Kong Ngee made its name with modern romance, both tragic and

comic. Tragedies like Madame Dao (1958), Suddenly in May aka

Blossom in Rainy May (1960) and Of Love and Hate (1964) revealed

the fragility of love and the compromise involved in marriage. Spring

Obsession (1965) and Ungratefulness aka Remorse (1965) depicted

repressed female desire and its release through materialism.

Between Hate and Love (1963) and The Happy Bride (1963) portrayed

the warped and twisted male psyche. Although these films fail to

transcend their sentimental framework, at least they attempt to handle

the emotional complexity of modern men and women, avoiding the

pitfalls of black-and-white moral judgement traditional to Cantonese

films. As for romantic comedies like Chase, Leading the Wolf into the

House (1963), Lady’s Husband (1965) and The Secret of Marriage

(1965), their subject is young white-collar married couples. Plot-wise,

they are storms-in-a-teacup but their observations on gender relations

in a transforming society are unusually acute. Compared to the later

youth films starring Connie Chan Po-chu or Josephine Siao, Kong Ngee’s

works inevitably appear to lack that

v i va c i o u s  yo u t h f u l  e n e rg y .

Nevertheless, they make up for it

with an exquisite contemporary

urban sophistication.

Genre-wise, Kong Ngee’s ‘odd

couple’ series are worthy of note.

From the Union-influenced realist

drama The Seventh Heaven (1956) to Let’s Be Happy (1959), followed

by romantic courtship comedies like My Intimate Partners (1960),

Spring Appears (1963), and then the shift to realist action films like

The Dreadnaught (1966) and Story of a Discharged Prisoner  (1967),

one could fairly say that the company cast prototypes for 80s and 90s

Hong Kong cinema.

Reviewing the history of Kong Ngee, from its smooth beginning to

its disappointing end, the company started out in the footsteps of the

Union tradition but effortlessly moved on from the cultural milieu of

the May Fourth Movement to cultivate a modern urban bourgeois

sensibility. Regrettably, by the mid-1960s, it was thrown off course by

the restless pulse of that era and had since fallen on the wayside. To

this day, we have not been able to revive this urbane cosmopolitan

drama that what was once part of Hong Kong cinema. (Translated by

Maggie Lee) 

Wong Ain-ling is Research Officer of HKFA.
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The Nanyang
Connection

Sam Ho

1. Law Kar and Frank Bren, Hong Kong Cinema: A Cross-Cultural View, USA:

Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2004, p177.

Ho Kian-ngiap showing carefully compiled information on Kong Ngee

Kong Ngee
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He was also generous in sharing memories. Despite suffering from

ill health, he sat down with us in both of our trips for long interviews,

answering our questions in great detail, with amazing lucidity and

sometimes wit. On occasions that memory failed him, he would consult

his carefully organised documents to check for accuracy. We were very

thankful for Ho’s graciousness and invited him to attend our Kong

Ngee programme activities in April. Sadly, he passed away in January

after a long and determined fight against his illness. He will be dearly

missed and fondly remembered.

Collapse of the Cantonese Cinema
In his interview, Ho also shed light on one of the most important

happenings in Hong Kong film. The collapse of the Cantonese cinema

in the early 1970s was a major event that changed the course of film

history. Conventional wisdom has it that Cantonese films were simply

too shoddily made, their increasingly poor quality resulted in the

audience’s forsaking. This view has in recent years been found to be

inadequate. The Cantonese cinema’s demise was actually a highly

complicated matter, involving a myriad of forces by turns aesthetic,

economic and political. Former HKFA Programmer Law Kar and his co-

author Frank Bren, for example, maintain in their book Hong Kong

Cinema: A Cross-Cultural View that the decline in production in the

late 1960s was caused by a weeding out of poorly produced films and,

more importantly, changes in distribution practices.

That shift involved Southeast Asia. Law and Bren point out that Shaw

Brothers, which enjoyed great control over the nanyang market, was trying

to replace the theatre chains that showed Cantonese film with circuits

that showed Mandarin films. Shaws stopped the practice of ‘presales’, which

many producers of Cantonese films relied on for start-up money.

It is impossible to have a full understanding of Hong Kong cinema

without considering its relationship with Southeast Asia. This notion

was emphatically reinforced in me recently in trips I took to Singapore.

Ties with Southeast Asia were vital to the development of Hong

Kong’s film industry.  The large ethnic Chinese population there provided

a loyal audience base, in turn giving rise to exhibitors and distributors

whose roles became increasingly important.  Some eventually branched

into production, the more ambitious among them—Run Run Shaw

and Loke Wan-tho, for example—setting up shop in Hong Kong to run

their vertically integrated operations. In addition to high-profile moguls,

there were also low-key investors, who bankrolled many projects during

the boom years. Hong Kong cinema would not be the same without

the nanyang connection.

Ho Family and Kong Ngee
One important link of that connection was the studio Kong Ngee.

Initially a Singapore-based exhibition and distribution company, Kong

Ngee established a production arm in Hong Kong in the early 1950s.

Unlike Shaw Brothers and Loke’s MP&GI, it concentrated solely on

Cantonese films (including works in the Chaozhou dialect).  Between

1955 and 1969, the studio turned out a steady clip of films with a

unique house style, contributing greatly to the final glory days of the

Cantonese cinema.

The Hong Kong Film Archive is shining a spotlight on Kong Ngee

this year, staging a screening programme and launching a book in the

spring. To prepare for this endeavour, members of the Archive’s

Programming team and Research team went on a couple of trips to

Singapore in August and November 2005 to conduct research and

interview key company personnel. Included in the trips were Wong

Ain-ling, Grace Ng, Angel Shing, Bede Cheng and myself.

One highlight of the trips was a two-part Oral History interview

with Ho Kian-ngiap, son of Kong Ngee founder Ho Khee-yong, who

took over the reign from his father and ran the company for much of

its tenure. Ho kept excellent files of company and personal documents,

preserving many precious items years after the company had closed.

This is extremely rare. In HKFA’s effort to preserve our film heritage,

we were frequently frustrated by the serious loss of important material

after organisations went out of business and records were either

discarded or destroyed. Ho’s immaculate record-keeping allowed us

to gain wonderful insights into the operation of Kong Ngee and,

ultimately, of the Hong Kong film industry in the 1950s and 60s.

(From left) Professor

Yung Sai-shing, Mak Yan-

yan, Bede Cheng, Mr and

Mrs Ho, Wong Ain-ling

and Grace Ng
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As a result, the Cantonese cinema was confronted with a

serious crisis in financing1. The view that the Cantonese

cinema collapsed simply because of its poor production

quality was in fact narrow-mindedly Hong Kong-centric,

neglecting the overseas dynamics that greatly influenced

our film industry.

Ho’s interview further illustrates this point. He

remembered that Kong Ngee suffered setbacks in its

business in the late 1960s, when the Singapore

government implemented a Mandarin policy, enforcing

the use of putonghua as the official Chinese dialect of

the island nation. Films made with dialects other than

Mandarin had to be dubbed. In other words, an entire

market was all but lost to Cantonese cinema. Kong

Ngee, which specialised in Cantonese films, tried to

adjust by diversifying its operation but never fully

recovered. If a major studio like Kong Ngee could be so

devastated, the impact of this policy on the entire

Cantonese film industry can be easily imagined.

Considering also Shaws’s efforts to eliminate ‘presales’,

the nanyang connection, a key factor in the post-war

prosperity of Hong Kong film, obviously figured

prominently in the collapse of the Cantonese cinema.

In many ways, our Singapore experience reminded

us of why we are involved with the Hong Kong Film

Archive. The discovery of the impact on the Cantonese

cinema by Singapore’s official policy reaffirmed our

belief that the history of Hong Kong cinema should be

approached from many different angles. The passing

away of Ho Kian-ngiap soon after our interview

underscores the urgency of our efforts to collect

information and preserve memories. And the meeting

with the gentle soul that was Ho made us realise how

fortunate we are to have learned so much from our

past.  

1. Law Kar and Frank Bren, Hong Kong Cinema: A Cross-

Cultural View, USA: Scarecrow Press, Inc., 2004, p177.

Sam Ho is Programmer of HKFA.

HKFA Programmes

Please refer to the HKFA’s programme leaflet, ProFolio and website for details. Admission to exhibitions and

seminars is free. For enquiries, please call 2739 2139 (Programme) or 2734 9009 (Ticketing).

2 – 6/2006

The Legacy of Humanism: Ba Jin and Film

Nine silver screen adaptations of Ba Jin’s works have
been selected for screening. These include Hong Kong’s
It Was a Cold Winter Night (1955) and the mainland’s
Cold  Night  (1984) ; Cantonese  f i lm Human
Relationships (1959) and Mandarin film Garden of
Repose (1964), both based on Ba Jin’s Spring Dream in
Old Garden.

Speakers:  Dr Ding Yaping (The Academy of Arts of
China), Wong Ain-ling (Research Officer, HKFA)

To be held at 4:30pm on Saturday, 25 February 2006
at the Archive Cinema. Conducted in Putonghua.

Veteran of radio drama Li Ngaw’s airwave novels had
been made into numerous films, including the hugely
popular Crime Doesn’t Pay (Parts One and Two, 1949)
and Sorrows of a Neglected Wife (1950). HKFA has
invited the renowned raconteur to share his stories of
his years in radio and film.

To be held at 8pm on Saturday, 25 March 2006 at the
Archive Cinema. Conducted in Cantonese.

Organised by HKFA as a contribution programme to the 30th Hong Kong International Film Festival

Kong Ngee is the Cantonese film studio with the most distinct style. Kong Ngee titles of different genres are

screened including detective thriller 24 Hours (1961), melodrama Of Love and Hate (1964), romantic comedy

The Secret of Marriage (1965), realist action film Story of a Discharged Prisoner (1967).

To be held at 1st Floor Foyer, Hong Kong Film Archive

Stars and filmmakers will recall their days at Kong Ngee with the audience.

Guests: Patrick Tse Yin, Patsy Kar Ling, Nam Hung, Chow Chung, etc.

Host: Bede Cheng (Programme Assistant, HKFA)

To be held at 4:30pm on Sunday, 9 April 2006 at the Archive Cinema. Conducted in Cantonese.

—

Speaker: Yung Sai-shing (Associate Professor, National University of Singapore)

Host: Sam Ho (Programmer, HKFA)

To be held at 4:30pm on Friday, 14 April 2006 at the Archive Cinema. Conducted in Cantonese.

Ever since filming moved from the studio to the city,
space and locale have become a challenge to many
filmmakers. This exhibition shines the limelight on
people and anecdotes behind much of the ‘action’ and
‘location’ of shooting. Held at the Exhibition Hall, HKFA.
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The Cultural Map of
Locations

Winnie Fu
Lovers and Victoria Harbour in Her Tender Love

The old Central Post Office (now Worldwide House)

makes an appearance in Red Light • Green Light

Patrick Tse Yin takes the blind Josephine Siao to Hong

Kong, Kowloon and the Peak in The Window

Exhibition
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If one is to trace a cultural map of Hong Kong’s film locations, it would

include both the real and the imaginary.

Strangely the older the film, the more likely it is to show the cityscape

as it is, and the more contemporary the film, the greater the tendency

to reshape the metropolis. It is no surprise that viewers love to rummage

in old movies for the objects of our collective memory. ‘Oh, I’ve been

there…’ ‘…Look! The Central Post Office had a different name back

then!’ A whole book can be written on the changes of the Victoria

Harbour as represented in movies. With time as latitude, the landmarks

on this cultural map would include the City Hall, the clock tower of

the Tsim Sha Tsui train station, lovers’ favourite hangout Yucca de Lac,

Dragon Inn, as well as the Peak Tram, High Street, Lai Chi Kok

Amusement Park, Eu Tong Sen Villa, and Haw Par Mansion. Watching

old movies, we can’t wait for the characters to go on a tour or for a

drive because we are eager for the scenery of Hong Kong that would

unfold behind them. For example, in The Window (1968) we encounter

many scenes of the Peak overlooking Victoria Harbour when Patrick

Tse Yin takes the blind Josephine Siao on an outing; in Red Light •

Green Light (1969), director John Lo Ma uses Kowloon Tong under the

Lion’s Rock and a busy Central to provide contrast with the jobless

and desolate Alan Tang.

Regrettably many of these locations no longer exist so we can only

satiate our nostalgia with the moving images imprinted on black-and-

white film. We are lucky that movies have recorded our bright red

double-decker buses and colonial buildings with long arched corridors—

historical reality given permanence by the fiction of cinema.

In fact many filmmakers choose to shoot on locations they want to

keep on record. For example, Ann Hui’s old Western district tenement

buildings in The Secret (1979), Fruit Chan’s childhood world of Tsim

Sha Tsui, Yau Ma Tei and Mong Kok in Little Cheung (1999), Derek Yee

intended to capture a conglomeration of undesirables in One Nite in

Mongkok (2004), Ringo Lam’s portrait of 1997 Wan Chai and Central

in his series of staged car races, Gordon Chan’s ‘Special Duty Unit’

catching a famed bandit in a bustling Sheung Wan. The examples are

infinite.

Red double-decker buses are now the stuff of

nostalgia

The focus on visual effects in recent years has recreated Tsim

Sha Tsui and Central in different colour tones. Seen here is a

romanticised Central in Lavender.

Bill Lui

‘Extinct’ black, red-roofed taxis at the Star

Ferry Pier

This action location finds

Jacky Chan sliding down

the glass wall of a

skyscraper in New Police
Story.

@location catalogue
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New Wave Cinema marked a complete reorientation of filmmaking

in Hong Kong in terms of photography, art direction, sets and choice

of location. Realism was the way to go. Directors seeking breakthroughs

would forgo the studio in favour of real locations or even natural light.

I still remember the opening scene in Dangerous Encounter—1st Kind

(Tsui Hark, 1980) which features the open yard of a public housing

estate into which a bag of blood falls and bursts open, the night stalls

in Queen of Temple Street (Lawrence Ah Mon, 1990), and the squatter

and resettlement areas in Father and Son (Allen Fong, 1981).

Art director Bill Lui observed that in the 1980s and 90s, art direction

in Hong Kong films went beyond imitating reality to strengthen visual

and artistic elements. Hence we would see different angles of Tsim

Sha Tsui, different interpretations of Victoria Harbour, tea restaurants

in different colours, and rooftops commanding different views.

Even actual locations were given touches of the imaginary. For

instance in Iceman Cometh (1989), Yuen Biao tried to traverse Happy

Valley on horseback with 10 cameras rolling. But when the hoofs started

kicking, police sirens started wailing.

A broader horizon in Infernal Affairs

This kind of jamming with reality is a unique characteristic of Hong

Kong filmmaking and one that points to the versatility of our

filmmakers. All the producers and directors we interviewed talked about

the difficulty of renting locations and filming without permission. The

old flat in C’est la vie mon cheri (1993) is located in Kowloon City and

occupied by an old lady who had never hired her home out for filming

and who, in fact, did not welcome visitors. Every day for a whole month,

the producer went to chat with her with gifts of fruit, before she finally

gave the green light. Recalling the explosion scene in Kowloon Walled

City in Crime Story (1993), cinematographer Poon Hang-seng said

that 20 cameras were used and the scene was shot in not more than

20 minutes—it felt like a real war.

Director Gordon Chan noted that in recent years, the Government

Film Services Office has been a great help in renting locations, but he

still misses the days of filming without permission. The intensity of

fight and flight made the camera unstable, giving a feeling of speed

and chaos, and creating a uniquely rugged texture. His ‘Final Option’

series are representatives of such ‘action’ scenes.

In a crowded metropolis like Hong Kong, there isn’t much sky above

our heads. Therefore filmmakers have made it a habit of ascending to

rooftops to find their unobstructed piece of sky. In Infernal Affairs

(2002), Anthony Wong and Tony Leung exchange intelligence on the

rooftop of the North Point Government Offices. This ‘infernal rooftop’

commanding a magnificent view of the sea has been etched in the

memory of the audience.

The Archive has incorporated the views and needs expressed by many

producers, directors, art directors and cinematographers into a special

exhibition entitled ‘@location’ which will run from 18th February to

early June 2006. The event will be accompanied by the publication of

a book revealing interesting facts about location shooting. (Translated

by Piera Chen) 

Winnie Fu is Programmer (Cultural Exchange) of HKFA.

Action choreographer

Bruce Law on the set of

Full Throttle

Gordon Chan (left)and Bruce Law

Bruce Law staged the

explosion scene of a five-car

stunt outside Prince’s

Building in Extreme Crisis
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Our Pilgrimage
to the US
Priscilla Chan, Valerie Wong

Feature

The Library of Congress and MoMA

During our stay in Washington D.C. and New York from 20th to 30th September

2005, the weather was not as cold as forecasted. Neither was this ‘pilgrimage’ as

easy as we had expected. We had had our minds challenged, our muscles laboured

and our bodies starved before the journey could begin. Nonetheless these hardships

made us cherish the experience even more.

The Library of Congress (LC) in Washington D.C. has a massive collection. The first

destination of our pilgrimage was the Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded

Sound (M/B/RS) Division, located on the third floor of Madison Building. During the

few days of our visit, we found that even a well-established archive could be faced

with concerns related to film

digitisation and preservation, an

expanding collection, copyright

m a n a g e m e n t ,  t h e  g ra d u a l

obsolescence of film materials, and

so on. However their most urgent

task at hand is preparing for the

opening of the new building, which

will finally begin operation in 2007 after years of planning. As their new quarters are

quite far away from the city centre, the reading room will remain at its present

location for the convenience of researchers, while the administration, cataloguing

and conservation sections will continue their operations in the new building.

Like the Library of Congress, the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in Manhattan

has a world renowned collection. MoMA was a founding member of the International

Federation of Film Archives in 1938. Our destination was the Library and Museum

Archives, Department of Film and Media. What impressed us most was the Celeste

Bartos Film Preservation Center in Hamlin, Pennsylvania, which was meticulously

planned in terms of its design, facilities and security arrangements. Every collection

was named after a film. While visiting their nitrate film vault, we noticed titles from

the world over which had survived the ravages of war, thanks to the broad-mindedness

and foresight of the archivists at the time who upheld their mission as preservers of

film culture, irregardless of source or merit of individual films.

During the trip, we came across several documentaries on Hong Kong produced

between the 1930s to 1950s at the Library of Congress and an early Chinese feature

film at MoMA, which provide valuable references for our acquisition work. We wish

to take this opportunity to thank the staff of the LC and MoMA for their kind assistance

and hospitality. The trip also made us realise that in preserving film culture, a passionate

loyalty to film and a sense of mission are important but not enough. We also need to

think with foresight that transcends the limit of time and space every time an

opportunity for acquisition presents itself. When handling issues related to

preservation, research and access, we must consider clearly and exhaustively, as it is

only by doing so that our cultural heritage can be protected and nurtured.

Staff of M/B/RS Division: Zoran

Sinobad, Barbara J. Humphrys, Mike

Mashon, Arlene Balkansky (1st, 2nd,

5th and 6th left) and Priscilla Chan,

Valerie Wong (3rd and 4th left)
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‘Thank You, Once Again’–– Talking to Director Patrick Lung Kong

We don’t remember how many times we said ‘Pardon me’ and ‘Thank you’ but they

could not convey the depth of our gratitude to Director Patrick Lung Kong and his

family.

During our US trip in September, we paid a special visit to Lung who had emigrated

to the US years ago and had consented to an oral history interview. The respected

veteran was warm and amiable. He went to great lengths to find the best time and

venue for the interview. He was meticulous and considerate. In short, he was an

extraordinary interview subject.

Filmmakers will always be filmmakers, especially one as experienced as Lung. During

breaks in the interview, he would review the footage to make sure our assignment

was well executed. From time to time, he would remind us about the lighting and the

sound recording, which segments needed to be reshot and what to look out for during

editing.

Lung may have left the director’s seat but that has not cooled his passion for film.

He is keen on training the young, announcing that if anyone finds his experiences

useful, he would not think twice about sharing them. He hopes to give back to the

industry that made him, so that future generations will stand to benefit.

The director is also a voracious learner. After settling in the US, he enrolled in film

studies at New York University with the aim of integrating theory and experience,

and acquiring the strengths of both. Equally his passion for the arts has made him an

enthusiast in different aspects of literary and fine arts.

Our trip was made all the more rewarding when, after the interview, Lung generously

donated two of his awards to HKFA—the director award for an interesting story

relating to social problems (The Call Girls, 1973) and the best picture award (Hiroshima

28, 1974) of the Federation of Motion Pictures Producers in Asia-Pacific Film Festival.

This altruistic gesture was accompanied by words sincere and solemn: ‘At least I’ve

done something for film.’ But in fact his contributions to cinema, his philosophy of

life, and his positive and optimistic attitude have long radiated from his films.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr Fred Yu for helping to film the

interview and Director Lung Kong and his family for their warm hospitality! (Translated

by Piera Chen) 

Priscilla Chan     is Acquisition Assistant of HKFA.....

Valerie Wong is Collection Registration Assistant of HKFA.
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(From left) Valerie Wong,

Mr and Mrs Lung Kong and

Priscilla Chan
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Orthochromatic and
Panchromatic Films

 Edward Tse

Film Conservation Jargons 10

In terms of spectral sensitivity, motion picture films can be classified

into three groups, namely blue-sensitive, orthochromatic and

panchromatic. Such classification has nothing to do with the ‘speed’

or the sensitivity of emulsion layer on the photographic films, nor the

subsequent processing and developing in the film laboratory. It is the

reaction of the characteristics of the film to a particular part of the

visible light spectrum that gives rise to the corresponding darkening1

upon exposure. The basic component responsible for recording the

footprint of light is the silver halide grain. Untreated silver halide grains

only respond to the blue and ultraviolet light. With the invention by

Vogel in 1873, the sensitivity of photographic emulsion was extended

to the green light region by addition of a yellow dye, thus the term

‘orthochromatic’2 was given to this kind of film. In the dawn of motion

picture film history, orthochromatic film was the only available kind.

Film production at that time was under many constraints. Owing to

the ‘low speed’ nature of film then, natural daylight had been a must

before the advent of artificial illumination which made indoor shooting

possible. Thus, filmmakers had to rely heavily on the availability of

sunlight. However, orthochromatic film did not allow the true

reproduction of the sense of colour tone on black-and-white film as

we had expected from our visual impression of the natural scenes. The

sky always appeared bright while the green foliage would cast a dark

shade on the film image; makeup and costumes of all the characters

had to observe the spectral constraints of orthochromatic film. To

heighten the image contrast, it was common to apply blue and green

colours extensively on the lips and those areas shadowed by the eyes

and nose. It is not hard to imagine why the facial makeup would appear

just like what we see today in a typical Halloween party. One advantage

of using orthochromatic film is the convenience in processing where

one can see the actual image develop itself using a safelight (usually

red or orange in colour) in the darkroom. This perhaps explains the

most common misconception about film processing that there is always

red illumination.

Later on, the capability of film was further extended to the red light

region. Films of this kind are termed ‘panchromatic’3 . The panchromatic

motion picture camera negative film, being sensitive to all colours of

the visible light, was first available in 1922 which almost completely

replaced its orthochromatic counterpart. Kodak ceased the

manufacturing of orthochromatic camera negative film in 1930. The

success of panchromatic film lies in its capability to capture the scene

close to our visual perception of the real colourful world. The blue sky

then appeared darker with shades and so did the green plants; skin

tone could be rendered better with grey levels and various skin colours

14
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Guests from Shanghai Film Archives and

Shanghai Audio-Visual Archives, all being

the subsidiary of Shanghai Media &

Entertainment Group, exchanged views

with HKFA staff.

Visitors from Shanghai Audio-Visual

Archives and Mable Ho (1st right)

Visitors from Shanghai Film Archives and

HKFA Acquisition Manager Mable Ho

(middle)

Visits by archive staff from Shanghai

The Forum was held from 10th to 13th December 2005 in Beijing by the State

Administration of Radio Film and Television, the Film Bureau and Foreign Affairs

Department, the China Film Archive, and the Movie Channel (CCTV6). Angela Tong

and Sam Ho, respectively head and programmer of HKFA, and film scholar Law Kar

were invited to the event where they discussed with film professionals from around

the world, the development of Chinese cinema and its collaboration with the

international film community. The trio also delivered talks at Beijing Normal

University and the Academy of Arts of China, and engaged in dialogue with staff

and students of the two institutions.

Events

Sam Ho, Angela Tong and Law Kar (back row,  2nd to

4th left) exchanging ideas with teachers and students

of Beijing Normal University

(From left) Sam Ho, Angela Tong and Law

Kar attending the opening ceremony of

the forum at the Diaoyutai State Guest

House

International Forum for the
Centennial Anniversary of Chinese Cinema

Ng See-yuen (left) and HKFA

head Angela Tong at the Hong

Kong Hall of the China National

Film Museum

would appear differently on the film; the choice of

colours for makeup and costumes was no longer

confined to blue and green. Yet the darkroom for

processing had to be sealed completely from light

including the aforesaid safelight. The emergence of

panchromatic film paved the way for the advance of

colour film technology later.

In the 30s, the famous Technicolor process used colour

filters, partial mirrors and prism, and three strips of black-

and-white film to record the three components of light

simultaneously. The three strips of film were in fact a

combination of orthochromatic and panchromatic films.

Taking full advantage of the properties of the two, the

process successfully reproduced the colours of natural

scenes and human skin tone.

Nowadays, orthochromatic film is still available but

mainly used in medical imaging, graphic arts applications

like subtitle film, and duplication like copying film where

extremely fine grain and reproduction of grey levels with

control led contrast  are the most impor tant

requirements. For preservation purpose, the use of blue-

sensitive film is mostly confined to duplication from

exclusive black-and-white materials. All camera negative

and film release print, both colour and black-and-white,

are panchromatic. Sometimes, filmmakers may simulate

the scenes taken in the old days when only

orthochromatic f ilms were available, by using

appropriate colour filters for conventional productions

or colour correcting software for productions in the

digital domain.  

1. Darkening on the negative and subsequently the

corresponding white image on the positive or the release

print as one sees in the projected image.

2. ‘Orthochromatic’ means correct colour, though its response

to visible light does not coincide with our visual perception.

3. ‘Panchromatic’ means all colours.

Edward Tse is the Assistant Curator I (Conservation) of HKFA.
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Events

© 2006 HKFA Not for Sale

HKFA invited a group of artists to give multimedia interpretations of

Jean Cocteau’s surreal world in the exhibition titled ‘Inspired by Jean

Cocteau’ which opened on 26th Novermber. Participating artists include

curator Julian Lee, choreographer Yuri Ng, singer Anthony Wong, fashion

designer Henry Lau, painter Yankwai Wong, mixed media artist Wu Wing-

yee, writer Michael Lam, caricaturist Tattatwing, sculptor Ho Siu-kee.

Anthony Wong dedicated to Cocteau his adaptation of French singer

Edith Piaf’s Hymn to Love. His fitting Chinese lyrics breathed new life

into the tune. Henry Lau paid his tribute to Cocteau with a magical

concoction of fabric, colour and space which took the form of a bright

red gown that overflowed walls and floor. Wu Wing-yee, for whom

Cocteau is first and foremost a poet, sculpted moving poetry. On the

same occasion, Orphée Restaurant presented a host of fine French

dishes named after Cocteau’s film titles such as ‘Orpheus’, ‘Beauty and

the Beast’, ‘The Eagle Has Two Heads’, and ‘The Blood of a Poet’. These

dazzling interpretations of Cocteau illustrate the enormous respect this

great master still enjoys.

Donors 11.2005-1.2006

Opening of
‘Inspired by Jean Cocteau’

(From left) Anthony Wong, Yuri Ng, Yankwai Wong, Julian Lee, Tattatwing, Michael Lam,

Henry Lau and Gerard Tsang, Assistant Director (Heritage and Museums) of the LCSD
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